Introduction
Many new ontologies have been developed in recent years with the aim of facilitating data integration in both the chemical and life sciences. One such ontology is Chemical Entities of Biological Interest (ChEBI) [4] . As the name suggests, this ontology describes biologically interesting chemical entities -which includes small molecules such as aspirin. Currently, ChEBI does not make use of description logic but ongoing revisions to the ontology [2] have created new opportunities for more extensive reasoning over ChEBI in the future. This also raises some challenging problems which require attention. This paper describes some of these problems, structured as follows: Section 2 introduces and describes ChEBI in more detail. This is followed by a discussion of some of the issues ChEBI currently faces in its maintenance and development in section 3, which also outlines and discusses potential solutions. Finally, section 4 draws some conclusions and points to future work.
Chemical Entities of Biological Interest
Each molecular entity in ChEBI has several representations of its chemical structure, describing what atoms are connected and how: 1) The Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry Specification (SMILES) string and 2) the International Chemical Identifier (InChI) and a two dimensional structure diagram, see [6] for figure. The latest release (version 49) contains 15 833 annotated entities in its database which makes ChEBI fairly small when compared to similar databases. PubChem for example contains more than 38 million substances and 18 million unique structures [10] . The automation of routine and mundane curation tasks would leave curators with time to to do more skilled work [5] . A full description of ChEBI is outside the scope of this paper, further details can be found in [4] . Having briefly introduced ChEBI, the next section looks at some of the challenges and opportunities for reasoning with the ChEBI ontology.
Refining ChEBI: necessary and sufficient
As with many ontologies, ChEBI has potential for refinement and improvementsome of these issues have become apparent in the REFINE project, introduced in section 3.1, others are more general. Where appropriate, solutions discussed here that use the Web Ontology Language (OWL) are demonstrated with examples using the Manchester syntax. Currently, ChEBI defines all classes using necessary conditions, none are defined using necessary and sufficient conditions, which limits the use of reasoning over the ontology and means that many parent-child relations have to be maintained manually, rather than automatically inferred by reasoners. So for example, organic molecular entities (CHEBI:25700) are defined textually as "a molecular entity that contains carbon". The machineunderstandable OWL version of ChEBI defines this class as:
Class: OrganicMolecularEntity
SubClassOf: MolecularEntity
This states that to be a member of the OrganicMolecularEntity class, there is only one necessary (SubClassOf) condition, that the entity concerned is also MolecularEntity, but unlike the textual definition makes no mention of carbon. From this information, a reasoner will not be able to classify entities as subclasses (or not) of OrganicMolecularEntity. Instead these links have to be asserted manually by a curator. Currently, ChEBI asserts eight immediate "children" of this class shown below. Maintaining these parent-child links by hand is a tedious and error-prone task. An alternative definition of Organic Molecular Entity that makes more use of reasoning, by using necessary and sufficient (EquivalentTo) conditions would be:
Class: OrganicMolecularEntity EquivalentTo: MolecularEntity that hasPart some CarbonAtom and hasPart some HydrogenAtom This would say more about what an OrganicMolecularEntity was, and would allow a reasoner to infer and classify cholesterol and methane (ChEBI:16183) as organic but carbon dioxide as inorganic, because although it contains carbon, it does not have any hydrogen atoms. This is a fairly trivial example, but chemistry has many of these kinds of rules which could be encoded as "defined" rather than "primitive" classes. Adding defined classes would make ChEBI easier to maintain, so instead of asserting a multiple-inheritance hierarchy by hand, curators manage a single-inheritance hierarchy, and let a reasoner infer the rest. Currently, this is something the ChEBI developers plan to do in future releases 1 .
Refining metabolism, alignment and ambiguity
A modular and orthogonal ontology are essential requirements because ChEBI is used to describe the components of biochemical pathways (series of reactions) and is not used only in isolation. So for example, glucose (ChEBI:17234) is part of a pathway called glycolysis (GO:0006096) which involves several entities described by both ChEBI and the Gene Ontology. Aligning these two ontologies has been problematic [1] , because of the need for abductive rather than deductive reasoning to identify non-alignments. Working with metabolic models, the RE-FINE project 2 has been using ChEBI to mine PubMed and other bibliographic databases using curated models of a biochemical pathways from the biomodels database. The aim is to link these models, via text-mining, to the primary quantitive and qualitative evidence in the literature that a given reaction, or series of reactions, actually exists. This is made possible through the use of ChEBI, which has been used to annotate pathways in the biomodels database, however some models are annotated inconsistently. For example, a model describing glycolysis in yeast contains a reference to ChEBI:26055, an old identifier which redirects to ChEBI:44897 (Phosophenolpyruvic acid) see [6] for figure. Cross references from this ChEBI record refer to KEGG:C00074 (phosphoenolpyruvate) which then links back to two different entities in ChEBI via annotations ChEBI:18021 (phosphoenolpyruvate) ChEBI:44897 (Phosophenolpyruvic acid) 3 . These kinds of contradictory annotations are very common and it may be possible to highlight inconsistencies through the use of functional properties in OWL, although this still leaves their resolution unsolved.
Representing and Searching for Structures
The ability to search for chemical structures is an essential requirement for chemical databases. Currently, ChEBI supports three methods (similarity, substructure and identity) using techniques that are well established in cheminformatics [7] . A key requirement for searching is the ability to represent cyclic structures, such as benzene (ChEBI:16716) which has a "ring" structure, shown as part of Figure 1 . This is a challenge for OWL, because most reasoners work by constructing tree-like graphs, which do not always lend themselves to representing and reasoning about circular structures. However, description graphs [8] and SWRL make this possible, and it would be an interesting exercise to see if semantic techniques could improve on established methods [7] . It may even be the case that reasoning can succeed where conventional cheminformatics has failed, due to the inherent problems of dealing with "semantically bleached strings" (InChI's).
Conclusions and Future work
Several previous attempts to build "chemical semantic webs" [9, 3] have concentrated on the use RDF, rather than OWL, to represent metadata, and have made little or no use of reasoning. This paper has briefly shown where OWL can help by making more use of necessary and sufficient conditions, allowing reasoning about chemical structure, highlighting ambiguous inconsistencies although problems with Gene Ontology (GO) alignment still remain.
